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assistance in their pursuit of federal grant funds, and to
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The reluctance to request assistance from the upper
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because of the high costs associated with consultant fees.
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consultants received benefits that far exceed the cost of con¬
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as unanticipated benefits. The task is for the small city
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The grant-in-aid system whereby the federal government
gives monetary or cash grants to the states and local units is
not a new phenomenon. The principle of assistance was estab¬
lished early with land grants for education dating back to the
eighteenth century. In the nineteenth century, extensive land
grants for internal improvements, education, and agriculture
were given. In the twentieth century, grants have been given
mainly for highways, housing, health, welfare, and education.
Federal aid to local governments has increased rapidly
since World War II. Prior to that time, most federal assist¬
ance for solving problems at the local level was channeled
through the states. However, since World War II, directed
federal-local assistance has been a more frequently utilized
form of federal aid.
As the trend toward urbanization has continued at an
accelerated pace, more and more federal grant-in-aid pro¬
grams have been designed, and existing programs have been
redesigned, to include and assist urban areas.^ Currently,
the federal government provides a great deal of assistance to
local governments through direct categorical grant-in-aid,
^W. Brooke Graves, American Intergovernmental Rela¬
tions; Their Origins, Historical Developmeht and Current
Status (New York: Charles Scribners' Sons, 1964), p. 564.
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block grants, and through the provision of services for local
governments.
Cities of all sizes are finding themselves growing
dependent upon federal aid. They face a multitude of problems
and federal assistance is one way of alleviating these prob¬
lems. In order to obtain federal aid, formal application pro¬
cedures are required. This process requires the skills of
those who are knowledgeable of bureaucratic procedures and are
adept with grant writing skills. Because most grants are
awarded on a competitive basis, those cities lacking the capa¬
city and the resources to hire expert staff, find it even more
difficult to receive grant funds. Generally, the larger cities
already have the expert staffs available to them, or they have
the resources to hire them to write their grant applications,
but the smaller cities do not.
Small towns are increasingly turning to the federal
government for assistance. Although pressing social problems
exist in small towns, they often get lost in the shuffle.
Small cities have unique eligibility, application, and imple¬
mentation problems in the federal grants area. Because they
lack the political clout that comes with size, and the sophis¬
tication and knowledge that can come with expert staffing,
these cities must struggle through the federal assistance maze.
Thus, many small cities are either dependent upon federal,
state, and regional agencies for technical assistance, or they
hire private consultants to provide this assistance for them.
The federal and state governments provide a wide
variety of technical assistance activities that local
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governments could utilize in their efforts to pursue federal
grant funds, as well as other functions. This assistance
will be made available to any entity upon request. However,
a review of the literature reveals that local governments are
somewhat reluctant to request or accept assistance from the
upper levels of government. This reluctance is based upon
their potential fear of too much federal influence.
In August 1981, Congress passed the Omnibus Recon¬
ciliation Act. This act consolidated over fifty categorical
programs into nine block grants and facilitated President
Reagan's long-term goal of moving toward a state-oriented
federalism. As a result of this act, the block grant programs
are now under the administrative control of the state govern¬
ments rather than the federal government. This is a part of
the overall thrust toward greater decentralization in the
federal system. Moving the allocation process away from the
national level clearly tests the potential conflict between
national purposes and local autonomy. Although this act was
designed to reduce federal influence, small cities still have
a need for assistance in the area of grantswriting.
The proliferation of grant programs and the applica¬
tion procedures inherent in the grantsmanship game, as well
as the local governments' reluctance to accept assistance from
the upper levels of government, demand that public managers
utilize other sources in their efforts to successfully obtain
the much needed and sometimes long-awaited funding dollars.
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Private consultants are a viable source that could
provide technical assistance in the grantsmanship area, as
well as other areas. The literature reveals that the use of
consultants in the public sector has grown tremendously. Even
so, many local governments are reluctant to utilize consul¬
tants because of the high costs associated with consultant
services. These local governments fail to realize that if
utilized effectively, the use of a consultant could yield
substantial benefits that would far exceed the cost of a con¬
sultant's fee.
The purpose of this study is to examine the role of
the private consultant in the public sector, and to determine
the potential benefits that could be derived from the effec¬
tive utilization of private consultants.
II THE SETTING
The Internship Experience
International Systems, Incorporated is a privately-
owned proposal-writing firm headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia
with offices in Birmingham, Alabama and Washington, D.C.
International Systems, Incorporated (ISI) performs a much
needed grantswriting service for many jurisdictions unable to
tap into the flow of federal and state dollars.
Within ISI there are three major divisions; Opera¬
tions Research, Information, and Marketing. Within the Opera¬
tions Division there is the Community Development Department.
This department was established to meet the growing needs of
the clientele. It functions as a research and proposal writ¬
ing team for the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), and
the Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) Programs. To assist
local jurisdictions with federal program administration, it
provides technical assistance to administer the CDBG and UDAG
programs.
The writer worked in the Operations Division as a Com¬
munity Development Intern. As a member of the research and pro¬
posal writing team, her job duties included research pursuant
to the preparation of federal grant applications, preparation
of maps and tables for grant applications, preparation of
economic and community profiles for the local and county
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government clientele, assisting in the preparation of Com¬
munity Development Planning Programs, and in the actual pre¬
paration of grant applications.
During the internship, the writer was assigned to a
number of grant application projects. The cities applying
for federal grant funds generally were small cities with
populations below 25,000. It was these smaller cities that
had the most difficulty in applying for, and receiving federal
grant funds.
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Facing a multitude of problems, small cities and coun¬
ties have become dependent upon federal grant funds as a
method of resolution. These cities and coiinties lack the
resources and capacity to deal with complex problems, and are
at a serious disadvantage when competing with the larger, more
resourceful cities for grant funds.
Smaller municipalities usually do not have adequate
staffing, knowledge, or expertise available to them as readily
as the larger municipalities. Since grant funds are awarded
on a competitive basis, many small cities and counties have a
need for technical assistance in their pursuit of grant funds.
Although a wide array of technical assistance activi¬
ties are offered by the federal and state governments upon
request, many cities and counties are reluctant to take advan¬
tage of these services. The reluctancy is based upon the cen¬
tral issue, "federal influence." This is a major concern of
all cities regardless of size# especially with respect to
federal grant-in-aid.
The grant-in-aid system plays an instrxamental role in
the promotion of federal influence through the conditions
which accompany the grants. In addition, technical assistance
provided by the federal and state governments is seen as a
7
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means of influencing local government conduct. Thus, it is
understandable that local governments would be hesitant to
accept assistance from them.
The reluctance to accept the assistance provided by
the federal and state governments demands the use of other
sources for technical assistance. Private consultants are a
viable source that could provide technical assistance in
grantsmanship and other areas. In addition, the use of pri¬
vate consultants in the public sector has grown tremendously,
and not without benefits. But, many local governments are
reluctant to utilize consultants because of the high cost of
consultant fees.
Local government officials are continuously faced with
the task of providing and maintaining services at the levels
that the residents have become accustomed to. Increasing
costs and stagnating revenues make the task difficult, if not
impossible. Thus, it is understandable that they would be
reluctant to authorize costly expenditures for consultant fees.
These local officials fail to realize that the use of consul¬
tant services, especially in the area of grantsmanship, could
yield substantial benefits that would far exceed the cost of
consultant fees. Monetary benefits, as well as other unanti¬
cipated benefits could be derived from the use of consultants.
The key is for the local government official to utilize the
consultant effectively.
This study addresses the small city's and county's
reasons for using or not using private consultants, and
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examines the potential advantages and disadvantages of using
a private consultant.
Background of the Problem
Small cities are plagued by the same type of problems
that plague larger cities. Small cities face growth, stagna¬
tion, and decline. Some face a high rate of poverty and unem¬
ployment; many have deteriorated housing and neighborhoods;
and many suffer from problems caused by inflation and reces¬
sion. The dynamics of decline, stagnation, and rapid growth
impose many severe problems on smaller jurisdictions. Growth
often increases pressures on already limited facilities and
resources. Decline often leads to the diminished use of
facilities that still have a useful life, and to the image of
decay that is usually hard to erase.
The economic structures of small cities are less
diversified, making those cities which are not wealty residen¬
tial centers highly vulnerable to economic instability. As a
consequence, a large percentage of the smaller cities have had
to postpone projects due to recession and inflation. The post¬
ponement of those projects has serious implications for
developing, or for maintianing the kind of infrastructure these
cities need to reverse decline or to accommodate growth.
Many small cities are unable to retain or to attract a
sufficient number of new industries. Where employment has
grown, the growth is not sufficient to provide adequate levels
of employment. In addition, the death and contraction of
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firms in these areas have been major causes of unemployment.
The proportionate need and fiscal dilemmas of small cities
are very similar to those of large cities. Small cities have
had to undertake the same kind of fiscal cutbacks in terms
of labor and services. Furthermore, a sizeable percentage of
their budgets go to salaries and wages.
The specific problems of small cities vary widely and
all efforts to deal with these problems must be sensitive to
these differences. Small cities are going through some drama¬
tic changes that pose new and significant challenges for those
who must manage them. In order to combat these challenges,
municipalities of all sizes are becoming heavily dependent
upon federal grant programs. There are many which are geared
toward the specific problems of most cities. Some federal
agencies have developed programs aimed at meeting the needs of
small cities, towns, and rural counties, but most federal
grant programs are primarily designed for the larger metropoli
tan areas. As a result, officials from small communities must
deal with complex programs often designed for governments with
greater administrative capacity.
The federal grants programs have helped save many
cities in crisis. However, small cities are still handicapped
even with the prevalence of grant programs. This is because
of limitations due to their size. Smaller cities face the
same problems of their larger counterparts, and not infre¬
quently, lack the technical skills and institutions to deal
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with them.^
The popular understanding among the smaller local
governments is that because of the limitations of small size
and isolation, they are not efficient and economic providers
of public services. They lack adequate amounts of what is
termed 'bapacity," the resources and expertise to cope with
complex problems.^
Most definitions of capacity deal with rational manage
ment and planning processes, the ongoing administration of
public services, and the long-range evaluation of alternative
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actions. Improving capacity usually requires the expansion
of expertise, and the ability to acquire and use information.
However, it is evident that the great majority of local govern
ments in nonmetropolitan areas have limited capacity. Organi¬
zationally, they are too small to afford, or justify great
amounts of expertise and information power.
An obvious consequence of small size is limited re¬
sources. In fiscal terms, this means that small local govern¬
ments spend and raise smaller sums on a per capita basis than
^U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Banking,
Finance, and Urban Affairs, Subcommittee on the City Report,
Small Cities; How Can the Federal and State Governments
Respond to their Diverse Needs? (Washington, D.C.: U.S.Govern
ment Printing Office, 1978), p. 1.
2
Alvin D. Sokolow, Local Governments; Capacity and
Will, Nonmetropolitan America in Transition, eds. J^es H.
Hawley and Sara Mills Mazie (Chapel Hill; University of North
Carolina Press, 1981), p. 704.
^Ibid.
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larger units, and that they have proportionately smaller reve¬
nue bases. Limited resources also refer to the number of
employees and administrative organizations. Although local
governments in smaller communities employ relatively large
numbers of workers on a per capita basis, individually, they
are small bureaucracies. Organizationally, these are simple
structures lacking elaborate hierarchies of supervision and
staff specializations. Departmental organization is often mis¬
sing and the few employees must report directly to the chairman
or elected governing board.
The most clear cut measure of administrative capacity
concerns the extent to which governments employ professional
and full-time chief executives. Chief executives with profes¬
sional training and experience bring expertise and skills to
their jobs. They serve as executors of policy, administrative
coordinators, policy advisors, information providers, and as
federal and state grantsmen.
The chief executive in a small city usually has many
and diverse responsibilities. Many handle purchasing, finance,
personnel administration, zoning enforcement, and some engi¬
neering and building inspection activities. With such mul¬
tiple tasks, and as the only administrators in their organiza¬
tions, chief executives in these settings are preoccupied with
the daily routine of supervision and paperwork. Rarely do
they have time to engage in long-range planning, research,
budget preparation, and the like.
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The number of chief executives, planners, and other
professional staff employed by small jurisdictions have
steadily increased. In the case of small county executives,
the recent trend has been spectacular. In 1978, only 14 per¬
cent of all counties with populations less than 50,000 em¬
ployed professional administrators, but more than 90 percent
of these positions have been created since 1960.
Even so, small municipalities and counties employ pro¬
portionately fewer chief executives than large municipalities.
Thus, it is safe to say that small cities are much less likely
to have professional executives, and the likelihood of having
experienced grantswriters under their employ is also minimal.
A small city's lack of grantsmanship skill or inabil¬
ity to prepare competitive applications limits its success in
obtaining grants. Many small cities or rural counties simply
do not have the engineers, accountants, planners, and other
resources that are available to larger cities. Since the
capacity for grantsmanship, or grants management is directly
related to the ability to identify, secure, and implement
federal programs, the lack of adequate data, staff, and capa¬
city means that small cities are at a disadvantage in applying
for federal funds.^ It also means that many of them are
dependent upon other jurisdictions to do their planning.
The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
(ACID) found that less than 27 percent of the cities with
^George E. Hale and Marian Lief Palley, The Politics
of Federal Grants (Washington, D.C.: Congressonal Quarterly
Press, 1981), p. 150.
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populations between 10,000 and 25,000 had grant-in-aid coordi
nators, while over 50 percent of the cities with populations
of more than 50,000 assigned a full-time employee to the job.
Many towns lack the resources to hire even a single consul¬
tant. In these cases, it may be reasonable to expect the
federal, state, county, and regional groups to provide tech¬
nical assistance to the community.
The capacity of small cities for service delivery,
and for utilization of some federal assistance programs is
extremely limited. Often the needs and limitations of these
smaller cities are overlooked in the development of federal
assistance programs for cities. National and state policy¬
makers tend to respond to the problems of small cities with
an overly general view which is supposedly to help every town
but with no specific town in mind that could actually benefit
from the policy. In addition, small town administrators have
difficulty in lobbying effectively. They are the victims of
a political bias that operates against them, and are under¬
represented within the leading organizations which represent
locally elected officials.
As one way of compensating for the diseconomies of
small size, numerous municipalities cooperate formally and
informally with other units in providing services and sharing
facilities. But, most efforts to improve the capacity of
small governments originates from sources outside the com¬
munity. Federal, state, and regional agencies, and private
consultants contribute to an ever-expanding inventory of
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assistance programs for local governments. These programs
have proliferated greatly, and are not without limitations
and problems.
There are a number of federal, state, and regional
agencies that offer a variety of technical assistance
activities that local governmental units could utilize in
their pursuit of grant funds. In addition, these agencies
offer assistance in the implementation and management of the
grant programs.
However, some evidence indicates that local govern¬
ments are not as enthusiastic about receiving such assist¬
ance. Although the decentralization of certain federal pro¬
grams have created increased opportunities for decision-making
and managerial discretion at the local level, the extent to
which these governments desire this assistance is somewhat
problematic. Thus, it is necessary to examine the reasons
for the local governments' reluctance.
Practically all of the new grant programs initiated
in the sixties were functionally oriented with power, money,
and decisions flowing from the upper levels of government
(federal, state, and regional), leaving the lower level units
(county and city) less and less informed as to what was
actually taking place, and making effective horizontal policy
control and coordination increasingly difficult. Even though
grant funds were also made available to governmental bodies,
requirements for advisory committees were designed to dilute
the decision-making responsibilities of locally elected
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officials, thus, giving basis to, and perpetuating the fear
of losing their autonomy.
A major problem confronted in the delivery of techni¬
cal assistance is the conflict between the local community
and the technical assistance provider. Gaining the confidence
of local officials is often a perplexing problem for the tech¬
nical advisor.
Often local opposition to the agency is a result of
its remoteness and infrequent communication with the communi¬
ties it serves. This promoted negative stereotyping of the
technical assistance provider, and underrating of the value
of services actually provided by the agency. Conflicting
interest also contributes to local resistance. This is re¬
flected in the conflict between the local official and the
technical assistance advisor. "Politicians dislike the
aloof, technically competent, and sometimes condescending
bureaucrat. The latter resents the hurly-burly methods and
attitudes of the politician ...."^ In addition, agency acti¬
vity is often interpreted as promoting its own interests
rather than that of the community. This problem is mitigated
by the degree to which the agency is able to secure grant
monies and other financial resources for the local community.
These types of conflicts result in a loss of confidence in
the assistance provider, and may result in total distrust.
Closely related to the probelm of conflict is the
^Jessie Bernard, American Community Behavior (New
York: Dryden Press, 1949), p. 240.
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tendency of the advisor to plan for, rather than with the
cornmunity, in resolving its problems. As one consultant
noted, "there is a tendency to tell people what to do."^
The result of these conflicts is increased distrust in the
assistance providers, a lack of confidence in the agencies,
and a fear of losing their autonomy, subsequently, result¬
ing in the local units reluctance or refusal to accept the
assistance available to them.
Local governments are continuously faced with the
task of providing and maintaining services at the levels
that residents have come to expect. Increasing costs and
stagnating revenues make it an impossible task. The problem
is that, in the struggle to minimize costs and increase bene¬
fits, many local governments fail to realize that effective
utilization of consultant services could yield substantial
benefits that would exceed the consultants' fee.
The need to minimize costs is the primary reason for
the reluctance to utilize private consultants for grantsman-
ship and for other services. A consultant at Public Research
and Management, a private consulting firm located in Atlanta,
confirmed this fact when interviewed. "Cost is the major
factor in the decision to use or not use consulting services
... they want us to do it for free." A study conducted by
Vocino, Pernacciaro, and Blanchard revealed that the average
consultant fee ranged between $7,501 and $12,000. For those
^Otto G. Hoiberg, "Problems of the Consultant in Small
Communities," Journal Of Educational Psychology (December
1955);164
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municipalities that invested heavily in consultant services,
the average cost ranged between $20,000 and $50,000 and
$50,000 and up, respectively.
A more recent and critical view of consultants has
emerged in the literature which tends to question the consul¬
tants' value to organizations. In the public sector, consul¬
tants have been stereotyped as: (1) a very expensive source
of esoteric information; (2) a potential "rip-off" artist;
and (3) an entrepreneur concerned only with glory and his own
hide.^ Furthermore, they are criticized as being manipula¬
tive, time-consuming, and a source of organizational conflict.
In view of these criticisms, it is understandable why
local governing bodies are hesitant to authorize the expendi¬
ture of the thousands of dollars that are normally spent on
consulting services.
However, in crisis times when federal grants are
necessary to alleviate the mounting problems that exist in
many cities, and when local governments refuse to accept
assistance from the federal and state entities, it is manda¬
tory for them to utilize private consultants in their pursuit
of grant funds. Those local governments that do not utilize
consultant services and/or other assistance available to them
will find themselves facing an even larger problem than con¬
sultant cost; they could find themselves facing the demise of
their communities.
^Thomas Vocino, Samuel J. Pernacciaro and Paul D.
Blanchard, "An Evaluation of Private and University Consul¬
tants," Public Administration Review 39 (May/Junel979) : 205.
IV. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Technical assistance is a term used to refer to the
programs, activities, and services provided by the federal
government, a public interest group, or another third party
to strengthen the capacity of recipients to improve their
performance with respect to an inherent or assigned function.^
According to Wright, the delivery of technical assistance
requires serving one or more of three functions: (1) trans¬
ferring information, (2) developing skills, and (3) develop-
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ing and transferring products.
The tools of technical assistance include counseling,
training, statistical and other expert information, equipment,
facilities, and goods or services including advisory services.
Technical assistance might appear in numerous forms such as
funds, manpower, training, seminars, workshops, conferences,
research utilization, information services, and other similar
activities.
A review of the current federal technical assistance
programs indicates that the overwhelming majority are con¬
tained within functional program categories administered on
^Deil S. Wright, Understanding Intergovernmental Rela¬




an agency basis, and are designed almost exclusively to
strengthen the capacity of state and local governments to
manage federal categorical programs.
Technical assistance is not a new phenomenon. It has
deep historical roots. Based on technical advice from his
father-in-law, Moses established a network of village advi¬
sors.^ Domergue makes reference to a transfer of skills and
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know-how within, and between ancient countries and empires.
Until the present century, transfer of technology occurred
predominately through natural means (communication and travel),
via exchange, or by imposition of a conquering state.
Technical assistance efforts Of today are predomi¬
nately associated with the desire of the provider to enable
the recipients to do what the recipients are incapable of
doing, or unwilling to do on their own. The fact that tech¬
nical assistance efforts are often initiated at the request
of, or welcomed by recipients, must not be excluded.
According to Gamm and Fisher, several specific assump¬
tions underlie technical assistance relationships:
(1) Someone knows about something that another
does not;
(2) Someone decides that the potential recipient
needs assistance;
^Larry Gamm and Frederick Fisher, "The Technical
Assistance Approach," Community Development in i^erica, eds.
James A. Christenson and Jerry V?. Robinson, Jr. (Iowa: The
Iowa State University Press, 1980), p. 49.
2
Maurice Domergue, Technical Assistance: Theory,
Practice, and Policies (New York: Praeger, 1968), cited in
Christenson and Robinson, Jr., Community Development in
America, p.
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(3) There exists a climate within which a pro¬
vider-receiver relationship can be estab¬
lished, and
(4) Someone provides assistance and others
receive.i
The relatively recent and rapid growth in technical
assistance is associated with the fact that all four of the
preceding assumptions seem to match evolving conditions in
complex societies. Increased specialization and differen¬
tiation among organizations, increasing interdependence
among organizations and societies, improved means of communi¬
cation, as well as other factors, call for increased integra¬
tion, and predictability of activities. Just as these fac¬
tors contribute to the need and demand for technical assist¬
ance, they constitute conditions that make its provision
possible.
The growth of technical assistance activities in the
United States intergovernmental system is associated with
the rapid proliferation of intergovernmental programs over
the last several decades. Government involvement in the
definition of community problems, and in the provision of
programs and funds to attack the problems, has substantially
increased.
The roles of national, state, and local governments
with respect to these responsibilities have changed markedly.
Until recent decades, local units have been primarily respon¬
sible both for deciding on the allocations of public goods
^Ibid.
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and services for their residents, and for their actual
delivery. As the overall types and amounts of such goods
and services have increased, local units have retained
responsibility for delivery, but decisions regarding alloca¬
tion have shifted in large part to national and state govern¬
mental entities.
The local community today may be perceived as a
delivery system which must operate within the general frame¬
work cast by the larger policy-making and resource alloca¬
tion system.^ However, communities retain varying degrees of
administrative discretion in policy interpretation and appli¬
cation, and gain access to resources that they may not be
able to provide for themselves. In such a situation, tech¬
nical assistance is a means employed by the larger alloca¬
tion system, for instance Congress and state administrative
agencies, to attempt to keep local discretion within bounds.
In essence, the provider of technical assistance attempts to
ensure that local performance will measure up to the expec¬
tation of the provider unit.
The improved climate for technical assistance i^
depicted in the growth in federal grant-in-aid programs. The
twenty-one major new programs established between 1946 and
1961 nearly doubled the number initiated during the depres¬
sion era. By 1969, there were an estimated 150 major pro¬
grams, 400 specific legislative authorizations, and 1300
^Christenson and Robinson, Jr., eds.. Community
Development in America, p. 50.
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different applications, deadlines, agency contracts, and use
restrictions that could be identified.
The amount of federal and state aid to local units
increased from a total of $1.8 billion (25 percent of local
revenues) in 1942 to $57 billion (43 percent of local reve¬
nues) in 1974. A study by the U.S. Office of Management and
Budget (0MB), found that for the 1974 fiscal year, about $512
million (1 percent of the total federal grant-in-aid effort)
was allocated for technical assistance purposes. Approxi¬
mately 90 percent was directed toward specific program areas.
Only a small portion was directed toward improvement of local
management, or service delivery capabilities on a more
general or multiprogram basis. Just over half of these funds
go directly to specified state and local operating agencies,
or to agencies designated by the states chief executives or
legislatures. The remainder goes to third parties, mostly
to functional areawide agencies, but also to universities
and public interest groups.
Two major findings of the 0MB study are particularly
relevant. First, nearly all of the federal funds for tech¬
nical assistance are tied to specific functional programs
such as health and law enforcement; and secondly, the elected
officials have relatively little control over the majority
of technical assistance funds.
The preceding statements suggest that the motives of
the national government as an initiator and funder of tech¬
nical assistance activities reflect the following
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considerations:
(1) increasing identification of domestic
problems as national responsibilities;
(2) expansion of incentives (in the form
of funds or regulations), for engaging
states and communities in the implemen¬
tation and maintenance of programs
focused on these problems;
(3) establishment and maintenance of special
agencies (single function substate regional
organizations), to pursue nationally iden¬
tified goals with minimal interference
from general-purpose governments; and
(4) developing a modest commitment to improv¬
ing the overall expertise and abilities
of states and communities in the perform¬
ance of both nationally defined purposes,
and purposes defined by states and com¬
munities themselves.1
The motives of the recipients might include;
(1) receiving national assistance to carry out
nationally defined programs that the recip¬
ients want, but are unable to provide;
(2) capturing national resources that they can
use for their own purposes;
(3) employing national assistance to respond to
management problems created or worsened by
the proliferation of intergovernmental pro¬
grams , and
(4) utilizing national resources to respond to
political pressures from local residents
stimulated by the availability of national
program support.^
The resources of the federal government have been
utilized frequently to alleviate problems which are national
in scope and of special concern to local governments. Federal
Christenson and Robinson, Jr., Community Develop¬
ment in America, p. 52.
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interest and involvement in these problem areas has been
based on recognition of the fact that local governments have
been unable to marshall the necessary financial and techni¬
cal resources needed for their resolutions. Since these
programs are designed to help local governments in their
efforts to provide sound and livable communities all local
governments should be in a position to avail themselves of
such aid as the need arises. Thus, nearly every federal
agency is authorized and will try to make some technical
assistance available with a legitimate request.
Technical assistance from one unit of government to
another, usually but not always, flows from a higher govern¬
mental level to a lower, or from a larger unit to a smaller
unit. Thus, federal agencies sometimes extend technical
assistance to counterpart agencies or state and local govern¬
ments, especially in connection with federal grant programs.
State agencies provide a wide variety of technical assistance
to local governments, particularly smaller units, and central
cities in metropolitan areas provide assistance to their
smaller neighbors.
The list of assistance providers includes most federal
agencies that administer grant programs to local units. It
is estimated that forty-one such agencies in fiscal year 1974,
budgeted $512 million in technical assistance to local govern¬
ments. Additional sources of technical aid include depart¬
ments for local affairs, state government agencies, cooperative
extension services, other extension and dissemination programs
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operated by universities, regional planning agencies, muni¬
cipal leagues, and other local government associations at the
national and state levels, and private consultants.
The topics and methods of dissemination are also
diverse. Small town officials can attend workshops on
grantsmanship, request regional agency staff to prepare
grant applications, commission planning and economic develop¬
ment studies from consultants, receive model personnel codes
from their state associations, and browse through manuals on
financial management and budgeting. There is no lack of
information and material on the techniques of running a small
government. The limits involve the ability of local offi¬
cials to absorb and effectively use the knowledge and advice.
There appears to be considerable interest in improving
local government operations among the federal bureaucrats.
Some evidence indicates that local governments are not as
enthusiastic about receiving such federal assistance as was
once assruned. Although the decentralization of certain
federal programs have created increased opportunities for
decision-making and managerial discretion at the local level,
the extent to which these governments desire federal assist¬
ance is somewhat problematic. Many local governments find
themselves in need of help. Therefore, it would be useful
to determine where they look for assistance.
Jones and Doss conducted a survey among local govern¬
ments in the eight-state southeastern region (Federal Region
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IV). A sample of 340 units of government was selected from
a list of cities and counties with populations in excess of
1,000. This figure represents 210 cities and 130 counties
in the states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mis¬
sissippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
The objectives of the survey were threefold;
(1) to determine what kinds of assistance the
officials perceived to be most needed.
(2) to determine the preferred delivery system
for assistance, and
(3) to identify current sources of technical
assistance.^
The data collected in this survey revealed that tech¬
nical assistance efforts are still in a rather embryonic
stage in the southeastern region. The cities and counties
surveyed chose planning, training for local staff, manage¬
ment, budget formulation, assistance with citizen groups,
and assistance in goal setting as the kinds of assistance
most needed. (See Tables 1, 2 and 3 below.)
Although local government officials recognize the
need for technical assistance, they are apparently reluc¬
tant to seek help from the levels of government that has
expressed the most interest in providing it, that being the
federal level. It is further apparent that the respondents
prefer to seek any needed assistance from sources that are
^William A. Jones, Jr. and C. Bradley Doss, Jr.,
"Technical Assistance for Local Governments: City and
County Officials; Veiw of Assistance Providers," Midwest
Review of Public Administration (June 1977):105.
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TABLE 1
RESPONDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE













Planning 128 (49%) 69 (47%) 58 (52%)
Training for
Local Staff 86 (33%) 55 (37%) 36 (32%)
Management 79 (31%) 48 (32%) 31 (28%)
Assistance in
Goal Setting 63 (24%) 45 (30%) 18 (16%)
Budget Formulation 59 (23%) 32 (22%) 27 (24%)
Assistance with
Citizens Groups 38 (15%) 29 (20%) 9 (8%)
Other 18 (7%) 10 (7%) 8 (7%)
Note: Respondents could choose as many or as few categories
as desired. Because of this, the absolute numbers
are not intended to add to the sample size, not^the
percentage columns to 100.
Source: Reproduced from William A. Jones, Jr. and
C. Bradley Doss, Jr., "Local Officials' Reaction to Federal
'Capacity Building,'" Public Administration Review (January-
February 1978):66.
TABLE 2
'TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS AS PERCEIVED BY THE 147 CITY
OFFICIALS—GROUPED BY RESPONDENTS' CITY SIZE
Technical Assistance Categories
■Size of Respondents' City









Planning 32 (49%) 24 (53%) 4 (25%) 10 (45%)
Training for Local Staff 26 (49%) 15 (33%) 6 (37%) 8 (36%)
Management 18 (28%) 13 (29%) 5 (31%) 12 (54%)
Assistance in Goal Setting 17 (26%) 15 (33%) 5 (31%) 8 (36%)
Budget Formulation 16 (25%) 9 (20%) 3 (19%) 4 (18%)
Assistance with Citizens Groups 8 (12%) 13 (29%) 2 (12%) 6 (27%)
Note; m'= thousands.
Source: Reproduced from William A. Jones, Jr. and C. Bradley Doss, Jr.,




TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS AS PERCEIVED BY THE 111 COUNTY
OFFICIALS--GROUPED BY RESPONDENTS' COUNTY SIZE
Technical Assistance Categories
Size of Respondents' County









Planning 32 (65%) 10 (59%) 8 (24%) 6 (23%)
Training for Local Staff 14 (29%) 8 (47%) 6 (32%) 8 (31%)
Management 12 (24%) 6 (35%) 8 (42%) 5 (19%)
Budget Formulation 13 (26%) 6 (35%) 4 (21%) 4 (15%)
Assistance in Goal Setting ( (18%) 2 (12%) 3 (16%) 4 (15%)
Assistance with Citizens Groups 5 (10%) 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 3 (11%)
Note: m = thousands
Source: Reproduced from William A. Jones, Jr. and C. Bradley Doss, Jr.,




in close geographic proximity. Local staffs, sub-state dis¬
trict planning agencies, state agencies, universities, and
consultants were all viewed as more useful sources of tech¬
nical assistance than federal agencies (see Tables 4 and 5
below).
TABLE 4
IMPORTANCE OF CURRENT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SOURCES




of Top 3 Sources
Identified
Not in Top 3
Not Identified
at All
Local Staffs 182 (79%) 16 (6%) 58 (23%)
Sub-state
Planning Bodies 104 (40%) 28 (11%) 124 (48%)
State Agencies 98 (38%) 50 (19%) 63 (43%)
Consultants 81 (32%) 31 (12%) 108 (65%)
Your Own City/
County Assoc. 77 (30%) 38 (15%) 141 (55%)
Fed. Agencies 35 (14%) 38 (15%) 185 (72%)
Colleges/Univs. 28 (11%) 47 (18%) 182 (71%)
Nat'l Interest
Organizations 8 (3%) 2 (1%) 248 (97%)
Fed. Regional
Council 5 (2%) 7 (3%) 244 (94%)
Note: Examples of national interest organizations include
the National League of Cities, National Association
of Counties, and the International City Management
Association
Source: Reproduced from William A. Jones, Jr. and C.
Bradley Doss, Jr., "Local Officials' Reaction to Federal




RESPONDENTS'VIEW AS TO WHICH LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT
SHOULD PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Source Frequency of Rating
Local 84 (32%)
State 69 (27%)
Sub-state Planning Bodies 58 (22%)
Government not the Best Source 31 (12%)
Federal 26 (10%)
No Response 9 (3%)
Source: Reproduced from William A. Jones, Jr. and
C. Bradley Doss, Jr., "Local Officials' Reaction to Federal
'Capacity Building,'" Public Administration Review (January/
February 1978):68.
The respondents held the belief that there will be a
general increase in the need for technical assistance activity
in the future. In addition, they viewed the federal govern¬
ment as an excellent contributor to the need for additional
expertise, but a rather poor provider of such expertise.
Regional agencies are valued for providing technical
assistance to resource poor local governments, and for obtain¬
ing or clearing federal grants. A relatively new and import¬
ant presence on the public scene in metropolitan and non¬
metropolitan areas alike, regional agencies are restricted to
providing advice and resources. The Bureau of the Census
began counting regional organizations in 1977, finding that
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91 percent of the 1500 units tabulated nationwide had been
established since 1964. About 40 percent are identified as
"general purpose" organizations which include the Regional
Planning Commissions, Council of Governments (COG's), and
Economic Development Districts involved in planning, develop¬
ment, and intergovernmental coordination of activities. The
other 60 percent are more specialized organizations such as
the Community Action Agencies which implement certain fed¬
eral programs.
It is the "general purpose" organizations that are
most crucial for local governments. In non-metropolitan
areas, these agencies have staffs, resources, and expertise
not otherwise available. They assist smaller jurisdictions
in grantsmanship, plan preparation, and information gathering.
Although appreciative of these services, officials in
small jurisdictions do not completely accept the existence
of regional agencies, and are not eager to see them expand
their activities. They perceive them as another layer of
bureaucracy created by the federal and state governments.
The suspicion is that they have the potential of becoming
"super governments," superceding and taking over certain
functions from conventional local governments.
Consultants are frequently used to provide specialized
or technical services that the commianity either cannot or
does not need to maintain through full-time staff positions.
Consultants provide a wide variety of services to small and
medium sized cities such as community and economic development
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and planning, developing master plans and zoning regulations,
packaging development deals for specific sites, and grants-
writing.
In today's economy, cutbacks in intergovernmental
grants and contract programs as well as local tax revenue
affect the ability of many communities to hire or retain staff
with specialized skills in these areas. This trend makes the
use of consultants even more important for some communities.
For city managers who must be concerned about the cost-
effective provision of services, careful consideration of when
to use consultants is particularly important.
It is possible to say that consulting began with
Frederick Taylor and his scientific management approach to the
work process. Taylor's technical and highly rational approach
to management was applied in many firms by Taylor himself, as
a continuing research exercise in the pursuit of management
science, but in reality, Taylor was consulting.^ Herbert Kagi
discussed the political impact of consultants. Kagi states:
... private consultants are those persons, or firms
offering a service of advice to governmental units
on a fee basis as to policies or problems, current
or potential, or acting on a fee basis as a formal
external check.^
The primary activity is a service of advice, and the latter
is essentially an auditing function. This is an important
^Richard L. Pattenaude, "Consultants in the Public
Sector," Public Administration Review (May/June 1979):203.
^Ibid.
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distinction because it separates consulting from other ser¬
vices performed for the government iinder contract.
Consulting for public organizations refers to the pro¬
vision of information, assistance of analysis in support of on¬
going, or emerging public sector activities.^ In this sense,
consulting includes such activities as analyzing an administra¬
tive process to improve it, facilitating an organizational
development effort, analyzing data for a program, offering new
solutions for program implementation, or assisting in the
implementation of a MBO plan. In the lower level governmental
units such as small municipalities, it will include such acti¬
vities as research pursuant to the preparation of grant appli¬
cations, preparation of grant applications, preparation of
economic and community profiles for local and county govern¬
ments , and the preparation of planning programs.
The last two decades have seen an accelerated growth
in the use of consultants by the public sector, and a simul¬
taneous growth in the size of the consulting industry. This
evolving situation has reached such proportion and impact that
it necessitates a systematic and thoughtful inquiry concerning
consultants in government.
The growth of consulting as a field of endeavor is
remarkable, and is evidenced in two ways. According to one
source, in 1966 there were 2,162 consulting organizations in




percent increase. A second indicator of the size of the con¬
sulting industry is the dollar volume of activity. In 1977
alone, the federal government let $110 billion on contracts to
non-federal agencies in which $60 billion went to contracting
units in the private sector. The remaining $50 billion was to
be spent on grants to states, cities, and non-profit organiza¬
tions such as universities.^
This substantial flow of funds into the private sector
has resulted in a distinct concern for accountability. The
federal concern is seen in the recent efforts by the 0MB to
establish guidelines for contracting. The states are also
deeply concerned about the tremendous growth in consulting,
and the failure to manage these expenditures effectively.
Consultant activities originate in a variety of ways.
On occasion the stimulus is external, such as from citizen
groups or other organizations. More frequently the initiative
comes from public officials themselves, appointive or elective^
who want to strengthen the management capabilities of their
governmental entity. In addition, the impetus is sometimes a
combination of both external and internal interests.
In government, public attitudes, laws, and organiza¬
tional relationships are often characterized by rapid and
unpredictable change. As expected, new problems will arise
amidst old ones still unresolved. At the same time, profes¬
sional knowledge knowledge and skills are multiplying. Many
governmental entities do not have in-house, competent staff
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nor the quantity needed. Supplementing limited institutional
capability with outside resources is natural, and often the
only effective way for officials to proceed.
Frequently related to expertise considerations are
those of economy. Unless the specialized services of a con¬
sultant are needed full-time, and on a continuing basis,
simple prudence dictates the use of the part-time (temporary)
consultant. Related considerations include increasing exist¬
ing staff with consultant help as a way of dealing with a
problem that could not otherwise be handled while discharging
other regular program responsibilities, or as a means of
speeding up work in progress to enhance timeliness of its
results.
The wish to obtain an independent view of the prob¬
lems, and means of resolution is a third reason for turning
to consultants for assistance. In any activity in which the
judgemental element is high, another opinion is often sought
by all those concerned.
The proliferation of consultants and consultant firms,
and the broad acceptance of the governments' need for their
services can also be attributed to several aspects of the
political and bureaucratic structure. Among the several
reasons why consultants may be called upon in lieu of using
in-house personnel are the following; limitationson hiring
civil servants, the need for special skills, rapid project
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turnaround, and assumed objectivity.
In spite of dramatic increases in the federal budget
over the past twenty years, the size of the federal bureau¬
cracy has remained relatively stable. Congress sets limits
on the number of authorized staff positions an agency or
office may hire for new or expanded activities. This prac¬
tice of restricting government hiring, without consideration
of what the actual staffing needs are to accomplish the acti¬
vities is not unusual. For example, in 1966, with President
Johnson's support. Congress enacted the Revenue Expenditure
Control Act. It required the Executive Branch of the govern¬
ment to reduce itself in size to the level of employment that
existed in 1964. The theory was that the reduction and
stabilization of a personnel ceiling for the Executive Branch
would first cut, and then stabilize federal expenditures con¬
nected with personnel costs. A result of that legislation,
and other hiring restrictions may have been increased utiliza¬
tion of consultants.
The long battle for job security won by government
employees through the establishment of elaborate civil service
procedures has greatly improved the quality of life of thou¬
sands of such workers. An offshoot of such benefits as
higher salaries and job security is the reluctance by agen-:
cies to hire persons with unique skills, or whose training
may limit their productivity to one project, or type of pro¬
ject. Since government workers cannot easily be discharged.
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it may have become less cost-effective to hire a full-time
person to perform a short term task, and to have to keep that
person on the payroll indefinitely, than to hire a consultant
even though the costs includes overhead, and possible profit
charges of the firm.
Consulting firms are usually designed to enable rapid
mobilization of interdisciplinary teams created specifically
to perform relatively short term tasks, and then to have those
teams dissolve, so as to qualify for another task. In a sense,
the flexibility of consultants to move from agency to agency
on various tasks affords them the freedom from having to asso¬
ciate their livelihood with the longevity of any particular
project.
Tight, sometimes unrealistic deadlines, are native to
the consulting professsion. Projects with particularly tight
deadlines would be impossible to complete on time if forced
into a nine to five schedule. Such projects can reasonably be
expected to be completed by many consulting firms.
Lastly, consultants are often called upon to perform
studies due to their assumed objectivity with regard to the
political issues in a given area. Consultants are viewed as
disinterested third parties who can weigh the issues in an
area on their merits rather than in the light of political
considerations.
It is clearly evident that one turns to a consultant
only when other approaches are found lacking. Even when the
advantage of seeking such assistance is plainly evident.
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engaging a consultant can bring with it costs beyond the dol¬
lar amounts involed. For example, morale can suffer if people
in the organization feel that they could have done everything
that the consultant is doing, or worry that the findings will
prove threatening.
Yet, public agencies continue to utilize consulting
services. Consultants have become a reality in modern govern¬
ment; therefore, the charge to the public manager is to
utilize consultants effectively.
In September 1977, Vocino, Pernacciaro, and Blanchard
conducted a study among 890 state and local government offi¬
cials in Alabama, Kentucky, and Wisconsin. It was a compara¬
tive study in two ways; (1) it compared officials in three
different states, political cultures, administrative tradi¬
tions, and three distinct regions; (2) it compared the per¬
ception of two kinds of consultants, private consultants and
university-based consultants.
The purpose of the study was to establish a more accu¬
rate and realistic view of consultants as they are perceived
by state and local officials. Given the anecdotal criticisms
of consultants heard from time to time, they expected that
consultants might be judged harshly by those who had utilized
their services. The three-state survey elicited data that
refuted these impressions.^
^Thomas Vocino, Samuel J. Pernacciaro, and Paul D.
Blanchard, "An Evaluation of Private and University Consul¬
tants by State and Local Officials," Public Administration
Review 39 (May/June 1979):206.
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Nearly four-fifths (78 percent) of the governments
surveyed had used the services of private or university con¬
sultants. Sixty-three percent indicated that they utilized
private consultants, while only 36 percent utilized university
consultants. As expected, the use of private consultants was
more prevalent than the use of university consultants.
The study revealed that state and local governments
utilize a wide range of consultant services, more than fifty
specialties were cited. In the areas of expertise of greatest
interest to the professional public administration community,
state and local officials indicated the greatest use of con¬
sultants for: planning and development, program evaluation,
administrative reorganization, general management, personnel
management, social and human services, and environmental
problems (see Table 6 below).
TABLE 6
TYPES OF CONSULTANT SERVICES UTILIZED
Alabama Kentucky Wisconsin Total
Planning and
Development 35 (38%) 35 (38%) 40 (34%) 110 (36%)
General
Management 19 (20%) 19 (21%) 28 (24%) 66 (22%)
Program
Evaluation 21 (23%) 21 (23%) 23 (19%) 65 (21%)
Administrative
Reorganization 20 (22%) 16 (17%) 22 (19%) 58 (19%)
Environmental
Problems 13 (14%) 14 (15%) 26 (22%) 53 (17%)
Social/Human
Services 16 (17%) 11 (12%) 21 (18%) 48 (16%)
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TABLE 6 continued
, Alabama ■ Kentucky Wisconsin Total
Personnel
Management 18 (19%) 8 (9%) 18 (15%) 44 (15%)
Budgeting 13 (14%) 6 (7%) 14 (12%) 33 (11%)
Other 28 (30%) 39 (42%) 69 (58%) 136 (45%)
Source: Reproduced from Thomas Vocino, Samuel J.
Pernacciaro, and Paul D. Blanchard, "An Evaluation of Private
and University Consultants by State of Local Officials,"
Public Administration Review 39 (May/June 1979):206
The reasons given most for hiring consultants were the
lack of technical knowledge in the organization, insufficient
manpower, and for the purpose of obtaining specialized train¬
ing (see Table 7 below).
When questioned about the value of consultants, only
one official out of 304 responding, indicated that consultants
created more problems than they solved. Only seven officials
(2 percent) found consultants "seldom valuable," while approxi¬
mately three-fifths of those questioned found consultants to be
"usually valuable" (see Table 8 below).
In respect to the comparison of private to university
consultants, the study revealed differences in the perception
of the two groups by state and local officials. Public offi¬
cials felt that university consultants were more impractical
than their private counterparts. As a result, these officials
did not have much confidence in the ability of university
consultants to provide services as outside evaluators of
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TABLE 7
REASONS GIVEN FOR HIRING GOVERNMENTAL CONSULTANTS
Alabama Kentucky Wisconsin Total
Lack of tech¬
nical Knowledge 50 (46%) 59 (64%) 76 (64%) 185 (61%)
Lack of Suffi¬
cient Manpower 31 (33%) 37 (40%) 61 (51%) 129 (42%)
Obtain Specia¬
lized Training 34 (37%) 36 (39%) 40 (34%) 110 (36%)
Seek Indepen¬
dent Opinion 27 (29%) 33 (36%) 43 (36%) 103 (34%)
Need Outside
Stimulation 12 (13%) 6 (7%) 15 (13%) 33 (11%)
Source: Reproduced from Thomas Vocino, Samuel J.
Pernacciaro, and Paul D. Blanchard, "An Evaluation of Private
and University Consultants by State of Local Officials,"
Public Administration Review 39 (May/June 1979):207.
TABLE 8
OVERALL RATING OF THE VALUE OF CONSULTANTS
Alabama ■ Kentucky Wisconsin . Total
Usually Valuable 43 (58%) 43 (57%) 69 (68%) 155 (60%)
Sometimes Valuable 28 (38%) 32 (42%) 29 (28%) 95 (37%)
Seldom Valuable 2 (3%) 1 (1%) 4 (4%) 7 (3%)
Create More Prob¬
lems than they Solve 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (0%)
Source: Reproduced from Thomas Vocino, Samuel J.
Pernacciaro, and Paul D. Blanchard, "An Evaluation of Private
and University Consultants by State of Local Officials,"
Public Administration Review 39 (May/June 1979):207.
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public organizations.
While state and local officials seem to be reasonably
well satisfied with the services that private consultants have
rendered to their organizations, they were not interested in
utilizing consultants at the time that the questionnaire was
completed.
V. METHODOLOGY
The approach to this study is primarily descriptive
analysis. The purpose is to describe the administrative and
financial setting of small cities with the objective of asses¬
sing the adequacy or inadequacy of their administrative capa¬
bilities in generating federal and state grant funds. Based
upon the assessment, an attempt is made to identify potential
tools that could be used to enhance the ability to generate
grant funds.
In order to generate data, telephone interviews were
conducted with eight of the twenty-six private consulting
firms in the metropolitan Atlanta area. A sample size of
eight was selected because they offered grantswriting ser¬
vices. Telephone interviews were also conducted with a city
and a county official. The purpose of the interview was to
assist in identifying the explanatory factors for small
cities' and counties' decision to use or not to use con¬
sultants.
Primary data was analyzed by means of cross classifi¬
cation and descriptive analysis, which is elementary statis¬
tics using percentages. Content analysis is used to examine
secondary data, including supporting data, insights, and
knowledge which were gained during the internship experience.
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VI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM
The writer conducted telephone interviews with the
twenty-six private consulting firms listed in the Atlanta
metropolitan area. The results of this effort revealed that
out of a total of twenty-six consulting firms, only eight
(30 percent) offer grantswriting services. The eighteen (70
percent) remaining firms do not offer these services. They
specialized in landscaping, architectual design, and engineer¬
ing only.
Among the firms that do provide grantswriting ser¬
vices, all of them agreed that reviewing well-written, care¬
fully thought-out proposal bids, and previous success records
is how cities and counties make their decision to use or not
use consultants. Seven (88 percent) responded that the lowest
bid is the one important factor in selecting proposal bids,
while one (12 percent) responded that the firms that offer the
most service at a reasonable cost is the deciding factor.
All of the firms answered affirmatively when asked if
cost was the determining factor in the decision to use or not
use consultants. When asked whether their services were used
on a regular basis, the majority responded negatively. When
asked why cities and counties are reluctant to use private con¬
sultants, all of the firms responded that the fear of cost was
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the main reason. However, 25 percent (a total of two) re¬
sponded that the availability of state and regional agencies
made many small cities and counties reluctant or refuse to
use private consultants for the purpose of grantswriting.
The writer also interviewed an official with DeKalb
County and a former official with the City of East Point. The
results of this effort revealed that these small municipali¬
ties did not have a need for consultants for the purpose of
grantswriting, but have used them for other purposes. Both
responded that their decision to use consultants is usually
based upon proposal bids and previous success, but the bottom-
line is cost. When responding to why small cities are reluc¬
tant to utilize consultants, both stated that the potential
expense was probably the reason.
In the battle to maintain services at the levels that
residents have come to expect, even while costs are increas¬
ing and revenues are stagnating, many municipalities have
enlisted consultants. Normally, savings substantially exceed
the consultnats' fee.^ The key is to utilize consultants
effectively.
Responding to HUD initiatives towards increasing the
provision of technical assistance to community groups, Mont¬
gomery County, Maryland created a local technical assistance
program. The county used about $25,000 of its $4.4 million
^Larry Seigel, "City, Consultant Join Forces for
Management Audits," American City and County 98 (March 1983):
31.
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CDBG funds to purchase the servcies of professionals (archi¬
tects, planners, engineers,consultants, etc.) to provide
direct assistance to community groups. It was not a ques¬
tion of there not being technical knowledge on the part of
existing staff, the issue was the lack of time to provide
all communities with the help they needed. For about the
cost of one professional planner, the county provided direct
assistance to fifteen community groups who requested assist-
1
ance.
The objective was to assure competitive proposals
from all communities regardless of their sophistication, and
to give small minority fims an opportunity to demonstrate
their skills, and a chance to develop a track record for
future contracts. The results of this effort were proposals
from some of the least sophisticated community groups in the
county, those with perhaps the greatest needs, were now well
thought-out, costed out, and on an equal footing with pro¬
posals from more sophisticated community groups, and with
2
county proposals. In addition, for the programs' initial
operation, consultants were available to community groups
for three weeks. Now the county anticipates using them on
an as-needed basis during the balance of the CDBG year.
In the fall of 1981, the City of Buena Vista Park,
^Herbert J. Levy, "CD Funds Underwrite Technical




California engaged a consulting firm to undertake a producti¬
vity study of the public works department. The purpose was
to determine whether the city's financial and personnel
resources were being utilized effectively. The difference
between the typical consultant contract and this one, was that
the firm would train a core of city personnel to do the actual
work. This effort resulted in improved work methods, better
selection of tools and materials, and it even raised safety
consciousness. City personnel were now able to perfoirm their
own audits and erase the need for expensive outside auditors.
One such in-house audit of the engineering department saved
the city $150,000. Moreover, the effort revealed unantici¬
pated benefits; a degree of cooperation and communication
between the auditors and the audited; provided each of the
auditors with valuable personal and professional growth, and
an upgrading of personnel to ensure the city with a future
supply of capable and skilled managers. This city's experi¬
ence demonstrated that a small and/or medium-sized munici¬
pality can benefit greatly from the use of a consultant.
The City of Los Angeles created an innovative system
which has accumulated a phenomenal success record. The EGA
(Board of Grants Administration), has helped solve the prob¬
lems of duplication of effort, wasted manpower, and ineffi¬
ciency that characterized previous grant-seeking efforts.
The primary objectives were to (1) provide a centralized
coordination of the city's grantsmanship efforts for federal
and state funds, (2) to monitor the city's ongoing grant
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funded programs, and (3) to establish priorities and goals
by which future grantsmanship efforts could be measured.
In its first year of operation, despite severe
federal cutbacks, the number of operating grants almost
doubled that of the previous year. These eighty-six operat¬
ing grants processed under EGA totalled $201 million in grant
funds, compared with forty-four grants representing $143 mil¬
lion in the pre-EGA year. Fewer local tax dollars were com¬
mitted for matching funds, while increased dollars were
attracted from the granting agencies. The city's matching
share of cash and in-kind contributions under EGA amounted
to $28 million, compared with $60 million in the preceding
year. This is 14 percent of the total grant value, compared
with 41 percent in the twelve months prior to EGA.
The City of Los Angeles did not have to hire consul¬
tants to serve on the EGA because they were fortunate enough
to have professional staff on hand. Even so, this shows a
need for a concentrated effort in grantsmanship to contin¬
uously receive present and future grant funds. Small cities
and counties that choose to utilize consultants could pat¬
tern their efforts in a similar manner and possibly receive
the same or better benefits in the long run.
In August 1981, the City of East Point, Georgia
engaged a consulting firm to review plans for MARTA's rapid
rail system, Eefore MARTA could proceed with the rail pro¬
ject it was necessary for the city to review their plans for
traffic control, engineering, sewer and water lines, and the
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like, to make sure that MARTA's plans would comply with city
ordinances and laws. Since the city did not have in-house
personnel with the required skills to conduct this review,
it was necessary for them to contract a consultant.
With the cost factor in mind, the City of East Point
accepted proposal bids from five consulting firms, and after
carefully reviewing each proposal they selected a firm that
best suited their needs at a reasonable cost.
In July 1982, Washington and St. Martin Parishes, in
Louisiana hired private consultants to write grant applica¬
tions in their pursuit of Community Development Block Grant
funds. Washington Parish proposed to undertake a Housing
Rehabilitation Project to address the needs of forty-eight
low-moderate income owner-occupied substandard units. St.
Martin Parish proposed to undertake a Public Facilities Pro¬
ject to provide severely needed water services to two unin¬
corporated areas within the parish. The utilization of con¬
sultants in both cases ensured success in obtaining the much
needed funding dollars.
It is evident that small cities/counties that utilize
private consultants for the purpose of grantsmanship, as well
as other functions could benefit substantially. The benefits
include monetary ones, as well as unanticipated benefits such
as enhancing the management capabilities of the officials.
Even so, the small city and county official must remember
that just as the effective utilization of consultants could
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be beneficial, the inefffective utilization of consultants
could bring about some adverse effects.
In June of 1982, the City of Lordsburg, New Mexico
hired a private consulting firm to prepare a community pro¬
file. Like many of the areas eligible for EDA (Economic
Development Administration) assistance, Lordsburg was a small
town, often overlooked by firms seeking new plant sites. The
purpose of the profile was to bring Lordsburg to the atten¬
tion of these industries seeking to identify potential plant
locations. The State of New Mexico provided community pro¬
files upon request. Their profiles were colorful and inform¬
ative brochures which were free of charge. In addition, the
state provided an Industrial Location Service (ILS), which
is a computerized matching system containing information on
the basic economic location factors of selected areas eligible
for EDA assistance. The City of Lordsburg chose to spend
approximately $1500.00 for community profile brochures that
would have cost them nothing had they requested them from the
state. If Lordsburg's experience is at all indicative, the
ineffective utilization of consultants could be very costly
to those cities and counties that choose to follow suit.
There are many criticisms cited against the use of
consultants: (1) consultants are very expensive and not
very useful, (2) consultants are potential rip-off artists,
(3) consultants are time-consuming to manage and not worth
the time required, (4) consultants are power-oriented seeking
to manipulate, and (5) consultants are a source of
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organizational conflict. Another disadvantage of using a
consultant is that the organization may become dependent upon
consultant services.
As you will see in Table 9 below, the above criti¬
cisms, and other statements about private consultants were
presented in a comparative study conducted among 890 state
and local government officials. Over 60 percent of the
respondents disagreed with the statement that consultants
were very expensive and not very useful. Fifty-two percent
did not view them as rip-off artists. Approximately 70 per¬
cent did not agree that consultants were time-consuming to
manage. Seventy-eight percent did not view consultants as
power-oriented or manipulative, and over 50 percent did not
feel that consultants created conflict in an organization.
Although some of the criticisms cited against the
use of private consultants may have some credence, the evi¬
dence overwhelmingly refutes these criticisms. Thus, it is
safe to assume that these possible disadvantages occur only
when consultants are used ineffectively.
TABLE 9
A COMPARISON OF THE RESPONSES TO AGREE/DISAGREE STATEMENTS
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10. The performance of consultants could be
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*A11 numbers are percentages.
Source: Reproduced from Thomas Vocino, Samuel J. Pemacciaro, and Paul D. Blanchard, "An Evaluation
of Private and University Consultants by State of Local Officials," Public Administration Review 39 (May/
June 1979):208.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is evident that small cities and counties have
numerous problems and needs that can be mitigated by the many
grant programs prevalent in today's society. Because of the
strict requirements and competitiveness of the grantsmanship
game, obtaining these grants funds is a complex and increas¬
ingly difficult task. The federal and state governmental
entities that control these funds are aware of the need for
assistance in obtaining grant funds, as well as the need for
assistance in managing the grant funds once allocated. The
federal and state entities are willing to provide assistance
upon request. Because most grants and assistance in pur¬
suing grant funds are accompanied by conditions which ulti¬
mately promote federal influence, the communities in need of
assistance are somewhat reluctant to accept the assistance
available to them. They fear a loss of their autonomy, they
distrust the motives of the assistance providers, and have
lost confidence in the assistance agencies. Yet, the needs
of the smaller governments must be solved and until rfew means
are devised, grant funds must suffice. The reluctancy to
utilize the assistance efforts offered by the federal and
state entities demands that other sources be utilized.
Consultants have become a reality in modern govern¬
ment. This is evidenced by the proliferation of consulting
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agencies throughout the country and the broad acceptance of
consulting agencies within the governmental bureaucracy. Even
so, many local governments are reluctant to utilize consul¬
tants .
The literature reveals that the utilization of con¬
sultants has the potential of yielding substantial benefits
that would far exceed the cost of consultant fees. These
benefits include monetary ones, as well as other unanticipated
benefits such as increasing management capabilities. There is
evidence that also refutes other criticisms cited against the
use of consultants. Thus, it is evident that cities and coun¬
ties with a need for someone who is technically competent,
objective, and who can provide skilled services on a short
term basis for the purpose of grantsmanship, or any other
function, should utilize consultants. The task is for public
officials to utilize consultants effectively.
Recommendations
In order to assure that small cities and counties
utilize consultants effectively, the following recommenda¬
tions are strongly suggested: (1) determine beforehand, the
type of service that the consultant will perform. If offi¬
cials know exactly what they want, and how they want to pro¬
ceed to acquire it, there is little chance for the consultant
to manipulate them, (2) once the need for consultant services
has been established, shop around. Request several proposal
bids, review them carefully, then choose a firm based upon
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their experience and past successes, not just on cost alone,
(3) ask for referrals from local officials who have been suc¬
cessful in their utilization of consultants, (4) after select¬
ing a consulting firm require a formal contract with written
specifications, and a precise job definition, (5) work with
the consultant to assure success and timeliness. Involve as
many employees as possible to enhance their capabilities, and
(6) try to learn as much as you can from the consultants in
order to eliminate any need or dependency upon them in your
future endeavors.
APPENDIX
RESPONSES OF PRIVATE CONSULTANTS AND
SMALL CITY/COUNTY OFFICIALS
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RESPONSES OF PRIVATE CONSULTANTS







Total Planning (A) X X
Design Resources (B) X X
Meyer Consulting (C) X X
Precision Planning (D) X X
Public Research (E) X X
Smith/Hills (F) X X
Shreeve Consulting <G) X X
Stagg Consulting (H) X X
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Why are small cities/counties reluctant to use private
consultants?









RESPONSES OF SMALL CITY/COUNTY OFFICIALS
How do small cities/counties make their decision to use or
not use consultants?
City/County , Proposal Bids - Previous Success
East Point X X
DeKalb County X X
What is the one important/deciding factor in the selection of
proposal bids?




Is cost the determining factor in a small municipality's









Why are small cities/counties reluctant
consultants?
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